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The Resource Development Council is
urging the Alaska Legislatureto pass a bill
that requires all state agencies to disclose
the full impacts of proposed regulationson
the people and businesses they affect.
In testimony before the House State Affairs Committee, Mike Abbott, Projects
Coordinator for the Resource Development Council, said HB 458 would generate
a more responsive regulatory climate
which should spur economic growth in
Alaska.
HB 458, introduced by Representative
Marco Pignalberi, would make a number
of amendments to the Administrative Procedures Act, the system now used by state
agenciesto adopt regulations.The Council
maintains that regulations have the force
of law without the benefits of thorough
legislative review.
'The Council recognizes that some of
the most formidable roadblocks to the
state's development - and these affect
all economic sectors - are regulatory,tax
and land use policies," Abbott said. "Our
support of this legislation is tied to a fundamental belief that the regulatory adoption
process should be more sensitive to those
who will bear the impacts of the regulations."
One of the major points of the bill mandates preparation of the financial estimate
of the cost or savings that will be incurred
by individuals and entities directly affected
by proposed actions. The objective is to
provide all reviewers of a proposed regulation an opportunity to see the regulation
in the light of its direct impacts on the private sector.

...

'

HB 458 would prevent an agency from
adopting, repealing or amending a regulation if more than one year has passed
since the regulation was initially promulgated. This insures that proposed regulations are given adequate public review in
the same time frame they are enacted.
Agencies presently have the ability to publish a proposed regulation, accept public
comment, withdraw the regulation and
issue it years later without any additional
public comment.
The Council explained that the legisla-

tion amending the regulatory adoption process would also mandate inclusion of a
summary of the justification of need for
any regulatory change. This summary, the
I states, must be available to the public
and must describe the problem the proposed regulation is intended to address,
specify the factual basis for the agency's
determination that the regulation is
reasonably necessary and describe practical and reasonable alternatives to the
proposed regulation.
(Continued on page 4)

Although the United States is among
the most productive of the major world
economies, America's competitive edge
has narrowed considerably with certain resource-based industries facing significant
challenges of survival, according to Dan
Maxim, President of Everest Consulting
Services of Cranbury; New Jersey.
Addressing some 450 delegates at the
Resource Development Council's Sixth
Annual International Conference on
Alaska's Resources, Maxim said unless
challenges arising from excessiveenvironmental legislation and regulationsare met,
America faces a continual erosion of its
international competitive position in resource industries. He warned that this
would be particularly unfortunate for
.Alaska.
..-- .-, a- state
- with substantial yet unde-

veloped natural resources.
Maxim pointed out that depressed commodity prices and other factors, such as
aggressive and partially-subsidized
foreign competition, and U.S. government
mandated expenditures for environmental
controls have forced plant closings, layoffs
and mounting losses in place of accustomed profits.
"While the US. may not yet be facing
a crisis, a continuation of current trends
would lead to a world economic order quite
different from that which we know today,"
he said. "No longer can America take it
for granted that its children will enjoy the
highest standard of living among the major
industrialized countries."
(continued on page 5)
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In 1984 the Resource Development Council embarked upon a
multi-year project to ascertain actions needed to help diversify
Alaska's economy as state petroleum revenues began their projected decline.
To obtain the necessary informationl over 200 communities and
organizations were consulted and asked to begin setting priorities
which could be formulated into a statewide economic strategy. lndustries and government agencies also became involved in identifying
constraintsand solutionsto the multitudeof problems facing Alaska's
young economy.
The project was undertaken with these assumptions:
(1) Unless immediate efforts were initiated to increase jobs and
revenues from other industries, the burden would fall on the petroleum industry to make up revenue shortfalls.
(2) The scope of the project would be limited to enhancement of
Alaska's basic industries' with consensus reached that growth of
the state's secondary or service industrieswould follow basic industry expansion.
(3) Alaska communities would play a leadership role in identifying
policies, programs and capital improvements that would enhance
local or regional industry growth.
(4) Recommendation for necessary action would reflect realistic
assessments of what could be accomplished in a five-year period.
(5) The Council would assume a coordinative role in developing
the economic strategy.
Status of the Project
In the spring of 1986, plummeting oil prices have necessitated
advancing the project more quickly than originally anticipated, The
Council had hoped to have more specific direction on community
priorities before publishing Alaska's Economic Priorities:A Five-Year
Strategy. It is now expected that the necessary informationwill follow
as the document undergoes statewide review. An example of the
specificity the Council sought from communities to describe their
economic development needs is this one from St. George Island:
"Seek additional legislative funding of $3 million in 1986 to complete harbor construction. Purpose: Provide support services for
oil industry exploration and expand capabilities for servicing increased fish catching and processing.''
The purpose of collecting and assembling such a body of information was to design a strategy for state investments that would result
in private-sector growth and new job creation. Through a publiclpri-

vate effort to provide guidance to state leaders' state funds and
resources could more effectively be leveragedto meet mutual goals.
Today there does not exist a process or method for evaluating
and ranking projects or programs that would enhance private-sector
growth. Funding decisions are made haphazardly in the absence of
an accepted economic strategy.
Identification of Industry-specific Actions Needed
In March 1986the Council invited representatives of private industryl government, universities' labor organizations, trade associations' regional and village corporations and various economic development entities to assist with identifying actions needed to generate measurable growth in Alaska's basic industries to 1990.
As members or advisors to RDCl these individuals accepted the
challenge and began their work. Task forces were formed to address
oil and gasl fisheries, agriculture' tourism' minerals and coal, wood
products, non-fuelenergy' internationaltrade and industrialdevelopment.
Participants were asked to respond to the question: "Where do
you want this industry sector to be in 1990 and what actions must
be taken to get there?''
They were asked to examine all the policies and programs that
affected the productivity of each industry and recommend changes'
if needed' in position papers targeted at each industry.
The following policies and programs were identified as those
which should be addressed as they appliedto each economic sector:
*Land Ownership and Management
*Regulations, Permitting and Environmental Protection
*Incentives and Taxation
*Infrastructure Financing
*Education and Employment
*Science and Technology
The process of developing a strategic plan is a major step in
breaking down the complacency about future growth' which has
retarded efforts for new approaches. Building a broader base of
support and commitment will be a major objective.
The Council's next step is to distribute the position papers across
Alaska to encourage widespread involvement in the process and
raise the issue as a major concern on the public policy agenda.
The Council is confident that within a year Alaska's economic
strategy can be in place.

by Terry Brady
The Alaska State government has recently
been receiving hard questions on why
Louisiana Pacific Corporationl which owns a
pulp mill in Ketchikan (and formerly operated
a sawmilllchipping facility in Seward) opted
to construct and operate a structural wood
panel (waferboard) plant at Dawson Creek'
British Columbial Canada.
Louisiana Pacific is one of the giants of the
American wood products industry, with
facilities from coast to coast. It has never before found it necessary to go out of the country
to manufacturea product that will be marketed
to US. consumersl including Alaskans.
State officials blame economicsl cost of
transportation and distance from markets as
the reason Louisiana Pacific located its plant
in B.C., and not Alaska.
However' a review of the LP decision reveals other' perhaps more important factors'
which include a $25 million loan from the Provincial government, a 20-year supply of raw
material' freight rate incentives and tax breaks
as tipping the balance in favor of British Columbia.
The physical process of producing a product from Interior B.C. and Interior Alaska are
similar. Both have long cold winters and require several hundred miles of trucking or railroading to get the product to Tidewater.
This leads observers, both within the
American and Canadian forest product communities and government to determine that
the only real reason for a US. firm to locate
in B.C. over Alaska is the fact that the industry
is "wanted" in Canada and is recognized as
a producer of jobsl gross product and cash
flow*

The British Columbians have rightly recognized that their renewable natural resources
can be managedto provideamenitites' including those of a financial nature' and improve
the standard of living for their people.
The British Columbians have tearned that
attracting long-term industry is in their best
interests' and have indicated their willingness
to make reasonable allowances to gain such
industries.
Some significant examples of the B.C.
forest products incentives' and resulting successes can be traced to such things as allowing trucks to carry larger loads on public highways than is allowed in Alaska' to allow wood
processors to dispose of waste materials in
burners' to establishing long-term timber
supplies and to conducting research and development in cooperation with private industry.
British Columbia gains by these activities,
and (if unfortunatefor the American' including
Alaskan producers who must operate under
extreme restrictions) the American consumer
is also gaining' because Canadian produced
products are less expensive.
Obviously, the current exchange rates between US. and Canadian dollars is contributory, but Canadian and US. officials state that
is not the overriding cause of the LP decision.
Exchange rates fluctuate,
The answers given to those questioning
Alaska public officials about the loss of this
potential plant are thus incomplete. Why
doesn't the state just admit that industries
such as timber, mining' private agriculturel
petrochemicals, and others using Alaska's resourcesl have just not been sincerely desired?

I. What percent of land in the United States do you think is used for settlementj commerce
and industryj energy and mineral production, transportation, water storage and other consumptive uses?
%
2. Whatpercent of land do you think is used for agriculture and foresttyj including rangelands?
3, What percent of land do you think is devoted to non-consumptive uses (parks, wildernesis,
glaciers, desefls, wildlands and water)?
%
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Please return your answers immediate
to ~esourceDevelopment Councid P.O. Box 100516,Anchoraae,
" , Alaska 99510
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As many as 3,000 mining jobs and the loss of over $100 million
dollars to the Alaska economy are at stake in a lawsuit filed against
the federal government over management of the industry.
A number of legislators and Alaska's mining community have
asked Governor Bill Sheffield to intervene in a lawsuit brought by a
coalition of environmental groups against the Bureau of Land Management. However' Sheffield has refused, despite the severe
economic consequences that could result should environmentalists
prevail.
The Governor admitted the state has a direct interest in seeing
that miners keep working, but stressed the state must also protect
the environment.
The lawsuit argues that before approving a mine, the BLM must
conduct environmental assessments, review subsistence uses of
the area, and, in the case of national wild and scenic rivers, complete
an environmental impact statement. The groups have asked the
federal district court in Anchorage to "stop work at every mine on
Alaska's public lands, whether previously approved or not" until the
BLM reviews the environmental effects of each.
Such assessments could take years, according to Rose
Rybachek, president of the Alaska Miners Association. If successful,
the lawsuit would stop mining development on lands managed by
BLM, which comprises approximately90 percent of the placer mining
in Alaska.
Because most miners owe money on equipment loans and need
to operate every year, the lawsuit would cause numerous defaults
on state mining loans, according to Senator Bettye Fahrenkamp. In
additionl programs designed to develop new taechnology, such as
state grants and federal research aimed at minimizing environmental
impacts, could be killed.

In coupling the BLM suit with two other related lawsuitsl it appears
that environmental groups are making a strong concerted effort to
end mining in Alaska! says Anita Williams, Director of RDC's Minerals
Division. Williams noted environmentalists have already won the
first round in a lawsuit aimed at shutting down mining on federal
lands administered by the National Park Service. Just recently' as
part of an on-going lawsuit over leasing of mineral lands! environmentalists have filed a brief suggesting an injunction also halting
mining on state lands.
Congressman Don Young warned that if the most recent suit is
successfull it would likely lead to the decimation of an industry which
contributes approximately $100 million annually to Alaska's
economy, and destroy a way of life for thousands of Alaskans whose
livelihoods are directly and indirectly related to mining.
Alaska Miners Associationls Rybachek claimed that if environmentalists are successful in destroying the industry, their efforts
would impact the entire state.
"We cannot stand idly by and watch our entire way of life' let alone
the future of our children! be placed in jeopardy by a group of selfrighteous, self-centered environmental extremists, most of whom
live in the Lower 48'" Rybachek said.
In an editorial! the Fairbanks News-Miner pointed out that "mining
played such a significant role in the development of our state that
it's difficult for many of us to imagine our state without it. And frankly!
it would be foolhardy to do so as we daily watch oil prices tumble
and realize more and more that we badly need a more diverse state
economy."
The newspaper stressed that "mining is a part of our heritage!
our lifestyle and our economy. We need to be doing all we can to
foster its growth and developmentin environmentally-soundways.''

Alaska needian economic strategy to preserve and strengthen its foundations and to
chart a course through turbulent times, according to Scott R. Fosler, Vice President and
Director of Government Studies for the
Washington, D.C.-based Committee for
Economic Development
S~eakinabefore RDC's resource conference last ionth! Fosler recommended that
strategies sensibly assess resources and
take a flexible a ~ ~ r o a to
c hhow they might be
developed. He urged Alaska to develop a
strategy that looks toward the long terml instead of one banking on quick fixes.
The substance of an economic strategy
cannot be divorced from the process by which
it is fashioned and pursuedl Fosler pointed
out. He focused on several deficiencies in the
8

v

The Proceedings of the 1986 Internam
tional Conference on Alaska's Resources
are now available. The bound 313-page
report includes the prepared text of each
speaker's presentation, an executive summaw of the conference' solicited papers
for publication and names and addresses

First, because economic concerns are narrowly defined, they tend to be equated with
the state agency which bears the "economic
development" label! Fosler said. Second, efforts at broader definition, even when they
are attempted' usually fail to be translated
into a cohesive policy or implemented in a ScottR. Fosleraddresseseconomicdevelopcoordinated fashion, Fosler said few gover- ment strategies before RDC's resource connors appear to havedeveloped organizational ference in February.
mechanisms that effectively link key elements
genuinely looks beyond the time horizon of
of economic policy so that their implementa- the next gubernatorial or legislative election,
tion in practice matches their connection in
Another problem, according to Foslerl is
concept,
that in the absence of a broader and longer
In his third point, Foslersaid economic con- term perspective economic policy at the state
cerns are defined with an insufficient view of
level is determi;ed by numerous decisions
the long run. He said it is rare when policy made in isolation of each
and driven by
individual administrative and political agenof conference speakers and registrants.
das.
This useful document may be ordered
He warned that state economic policy must
at a cost of $35 per copy. To order your
be seen as the sum total of actionstaken in
copyl send check to Resource Developevery aspect of state government {hat affect
ment Councill P.O. Box 100516, Anchoreconomic pedormance, states thatfailtoconage, Alaska 99510 or call in credit card
front this reality will be at a competitive
disadinformation to (907),276-0700.
vantage to those states that do, Fosler said.
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The miners also explain
the gold
For over I 0 0 years, men and
and the fish of ~ i a s k astreams, It's a century-long record of high geld
for both resources.
A brochure depicting that record has recently been published by
the Alaska Miners Association to educate the public of the mining
industry's track record in the 49th state.
"Placer mining adds no chemicals or foreign matter to Alaska's
streamsl'' the brochure pointed out. "It simply takes the original matter
from the stream bed, washes it with water! extracts the gold! and
returns the rest to the stream."
But government regulations "effectively designed to put people out Of
of business" and "well-meaning groups ...concerned about preserving wOu
fishl water quality and the recreational value of Alaska's wild streams"
are about to end all that according to the miners brochure.
"We're Alaskans too, concerned not only with our livelihoodl but AI
about the unique quality of life here. And that means making sure the st
Alaska we pass along to our children is every bit as rich in fish! good
water, and scenery as it is today," the brochure stated.
"But what has happened to those goals when they turned into
government regulations? They require the miners to create cleaner
water than what Nature makes.''
The miners brochure noted that placer mining has resulted in better
salmon habitat in a number of Alaska streams. It also pointed out
graphically that over the last century statistics have shown no correlation between mining activity and fishery cycles.
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kiiski, right! and RDC treasurer ~helby~~trastny~
left, for lunch at
the conference keynote address.

~ a s vGilbreth?Assistant Executive Director of the Alaska
- .. i-.n
. .d
- Gas
-.-.- .Association and RDC Executive Committee
Oil
member, addressesa question to conference speaker Dan
Maxim,

<

.

~xecutive'Comrnitteemember pet; els son enjoy a lively discussion
at the head table.

Conference delegates packed the All-Alaska Exposition
for an Energy Break sponsored by the Alaska Railroad
Corporation: ~ ~ U U - ~ h . a n2nalsb
e l sponsored a special
break.
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ulatory
Impacts

orest Management
Agreements

The Resource Development Council is encouraging Alaska lawmakers to support a new
concept in Alaska timber development which
could lead to the creation of 25!000 forestry
jobs and add an additional $1.5 billion to the
leveling Alaska economy.
The Council is calling for creation of forest
management agreements?a system used by
most Canadian provincial governments. The
concept is the mainfocal point of the Council's
1986 forestry platform.
The platform calls for implementing longterm government-privateforest management
agreements wherein private interestscontract
to manage government forest land for highest
and best uses. It directs the legislatureto give
the Executive Branch authority to enter into
long-term forest management agreements
with qualified private parties on any stateowned forest land.
Under forest management agreements!
private companies would harvest timber at
the highest sustainable yield, commensurate
with ecnonomic and environmental conditions. As part of their agreement with the government? private parties would perform reforestation and site improvements and provide other resource needs.
HB 570, sponsored by Representative
Robin TaylorI would set up the forest management agreement concept for Alaska.
The forest management agreements differ
greatly from the state's current system of selling timber rights to the highest bidder. The
new system is designed to encourage forest
companies to develop labor-intensive sawmills and other processing plants by granting
long-term rights to tracts of state forest land.
The land continues to belong to the state?but
the forest company builds logging roads and

replants trees to ensure a continual supply of
timber from the tracts. These costs are deducted from timber fees owed to the state.
The long-term agreements assure a forest
company of a long-term supply of timber!
making it easier for the company to acquire
financing to build modern facilities,
In Canada the agreements have replaced
the policing duties of the government with
contractualagreements beneficialto both parties, The contracts contain stiff penalties for
poor performance and incentives to stimulate
good performance.
HB 570, which Representative Taylor and
the Council hope will pass this year and go
into effect next year?is modeled after the system instituted in the Canadian provinceof Ontario. He says the state would remain in control of its forests as each 7 5-year agreement
would be reviewed every three to five years
to check performance of the forestry company.
(Continued from page I )
Pignalberi's bill would require state agencies to hold public hearings on poposed regulations if at least ten individuals submit written requests for a public hearing. Such a measure would insure that public hearings are
held in those instances in which hearings are
warranted?but not those which have genep
ated little or no public interest.
Abbott explained that changes to the Ad-
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Passage of Taylor's legislation could really
help diversify the Alaska economy, according
to Terry Brady of the Council's Lands and
Renewable Resources Division.
Brady pointed out that the agreements
could help the forest industry increase production four-fold before reaching its sustained
yield, Such an increase is possibleeven when
land withdrawalsI access problemsl land
competition and other criteria prohibitingcommercial forest management are considered,
Brady said.
Brady contends a four-fold increase in the
timber harvest would not jeopardize the
timber base or impose on other resource
uses.
Between 1979 and 1984, the export value
of Alaska forest products was about $1.55
billionl second only to fisheries at $1.85 billion.
The forest products export was generated
from an industry operating at about 25 percent
of its potential while the fisheries harvest was
at or near its maximum sustained yields?
helped along by hatcheries and other statesupported or encouraged programs.
Brady noted that government can encourage a substantial forest products industry in
Alaska by not only adopting the forest management agreements?but advocating use of
Alaska wood productsI both within and outside the state as well.
Most of the wood products used within the
state for home construction and other needs
are imported from the Pacific Northwest and
Canada. With the proper encouragement and
competitively-priced! high-quality productsl
Alaska's timber industry can be expected to
capture a large portion of the domestic market, the Council pointed out.
ministrative Procedures Act are necessary to
reach a balance in the regulatory promulgation process.
"At present the private sector is truly at the
mercy of state agencies?with little protection
to the citizenry from onerous or arbitrary action, Abbott said. "These steps are necessary
if we hope to bring new business and
economic activity to Alaska or even keep the
ones that we have today."

Much attention over the last year has been
focused on whether the state should change
its system for taxing oil companies. The present systemI called modified apportionment,
already results in a special, higher rate of taxation which is imposed only on the oil companies. A switch to the separate accounting
method would raise taxes to an even higher
level.
The Resource Development Council believes that higher taxes of any kind would work
against the long-term best interests of the
state since it would end the climate of tax
stability that has existed over the past several
years. The current stable tax policy has encouraged additional investment and development, and has helped maintain the health of
an industry that serves as the economic foundation of Alaska.
Under the separate accounting method,
production income is measured by calculating
the wellhead value of the crude oil and deducting certain production costsI to arrive at net
income. The state's tax rate is then applied

"Instead of putting others in their place, try
putting yourself in their place."
-Pulpit Helps
"In the endI the give-and-takeof open debate is as important as the final decisior~,The
same independent free-spirited? damn-thegovernment attitude that motivates many
Alaska's trappers has to hold sway in the
arena of public decisions, too. You can't win
your own freedom by taking some from somebody else."
-Howard Weaver
-Managing Editor?Anchorage Daily News
"Neither the pest-control industry nor any
industry can survive when every part of society it deals with has the option to judge that
industry, make public statements about it
without being restricted to the truth?and then
has the unlimited ability to sue.
-Executive Vice President S. Gold
National Pest Control Association
Pest Mgt. August 1985
LikeningAlaska to a new shopping mall . . .
"If you get one good tenant the rest will
follow. All we really have in Alaska is placer
mining. You can't overestimate the importance of placer mining. It's a perceived
barometer of our performance as a state for
other prospective tenants and how we will
treat them."
-Pedro Denton?Director
DNR Division of Mining

to this income.
Under modified apportionmentl a company's total income worldwide is calculated
and then llapportioned'l to Alaska. This "apportionment'' is accomplished by comparing
the company's property, productionand sales
everywhere. The state's tax rate is then
applied to that part of the total income apportioned to Alaska.
Although the separate accounting
methodology appears to be .the most
straightforwardI in reality it's not. First of all!
it's difficult to accurately measure in-state profitability since most of the crude oil produced
in Alaska is shipped outside to refineries for
processing into refined products such as
gasoline, Much of the income is generated in
Alaska as a result of research, tests, experience and analyses done outside the state.
The oil industry maintains that a simpler
and fairer tax system is the apportionment
approach because instead of trying to determine profits in a particular state?a company's
overall income is used. This approach is by
far the most accepted methodologyI used by
42 of the 45 states which tax corporate net
income.
Because most states use the apportionment approachl a part of Alaska production
income is taxed by other states. If Alaska used
separate accounting?the state would be subjecting its primary industry to double taxation.
The industry would find itself in a position
where 100 percent of its Alaska income is
taxed by the 49th state with additional taxes
on that same income elsewhere. Such a situation would not providethe industrywith much
incentive to expand high-cost Alaska operations?especially during marginal times.
A study conducted by the Alaska Department of Revenue last year indicated that over
a 20-year period a return to separate accounting would increase state revenues. However?
such a determination needs a closer look in
light of the dramatic fall in world oil prices.
The Department of Revenue concluded in
its October 1985 study that the separate accounting tax is more price sensitive than the
modified apportionment tax. What this means
is that as prices drop?tax revenues from separate accounting shrink faster than under modified apportionment. In today's current price
situation?the separate accounting tax might
actually decrease state revenues further.
The separate accounting tax is more price
sensitive because the tax is tied to the value
of crude oil. In contrastI under modifiedapportionment! an oil company's total income is
used to calculate the tax.

The oil industry has invested more in Alaska
facilities and pipelines than it has received
back in profits. The industry maintains h@her
tmes would leave them with less capital to
invest in future Alaska operations,

In Alaska, the other major revenue sources
for the state! namely oil severance taxes and
royaltiesl are already directly tied to the price
of crude oil. These latter two sources make
up over 70 percent of Alaska's revenues. Because the state revenues are heavily dependent on crude prices! RDC believes the most
sensible policy for the state is to have an income tax which is not tied directly to oil prices.
That would help dampen the effects of price
changes and stabilize the state's revenue
stream. The current system achieves this
goal.
A change to separate accounting violates
the Council's long-standing position for tax
stability, It would put Alaska out of step with
the rest of the country with respect to income
taxes? causing administrative difficulties as
well as creating double taxation.
Separate accounting does not provide
Alaska the revenue stability the state so vitally
needs. Maintaining a stable tax structure is
the better policy for today and the future.

(continued from page I )

Maxim stressed that the development of
Alaska's rich unexploited mineral deposits
coud be an important factor in maintainingthe
competitivenessof the minerals sector. However?he pointed out that access to government lands? environmental requirements?
health and safety regulationsItariffs and trade
actions and the structure and technical provisions of tax laws are increasingly important
when it comes to developing minerals and
maintaining a competitive edge in the world
market.
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